SuperTracks Railways™, RAW iGaming is proud to introduce our new, patent pending, mechanic. SuperTracks®. A never before seen mechanic, easy to understand, looks amazing in a portrait mobile device and delivers a completely new experience that offers an almost mesmerising gameplay that you can’t stop playing. While it’s deceptively easy to play and feels more like an app than a Casino game, don’t let that fool you as it can deliver a punch, with base game wins over 3,190x and free spins wins up to 20,000x.

Let’s face it, games have become more complex and don’t even take advantage of the full modern mobile screen, often giving millions of ways to win in a little rectangle somewhere stuck three quarters of the way up the portrait device. Sometimes so small and complex it’s hard to follow the action, not to mention understand if and how you won.

Enter our new patent pending SuperTracks® mechanic. We kept it super simple and moved the symbols outside of the reels so it’s only a few items that you have to follow. It couldn’t be easier, start the round, watch the blocks cascade in the reel set and where an open track lines up to your symbol, your journey begins and you start making money along its track. The higher the symbol goes, the more multipliers you make. With each vertical movement the track multiplier increases and you make money. Blockers and power-ups abound along your journey to enhance the fun. This is only the beginning of what SuperTracks® can provide in this new game format from RAW.
**TRAINS, TRACKS AND CHILDHOOD FLASHBACKS.**

Remember that toy train set you spent hours setting up and playing when you were young? Wouldn’t it be great if you could relive those glory days of building tracks but make some hard cash at the same time? Enter SuperTracks Railways™.

Enjoy railway fun as your cash trains journey across the reel set adding track multipliers and power-ups for wins up to 3,190x in the base game and up to 20,000x your bet in the Free Spins. For giggles and laughs we have added in a bunch of extras, like multiplier tunnels, cranes that move you across tracks, loaders that add multiplier carts, water towers that can block your way, multiplier car crossings and much more. You never know how the tracks will lead your trains or how far they will travel.

**Example:**

![Image of the game interface with two smartphones displaying the game in action.](image)

Train lights can turn red and halt the train.
**TRAIN HELPING FEATURES**

**Train Tunnels**
Tunnels don't have to be scary! Trains can pass through a tunnel when two lit up tunnels match and the way is free. Not only does this extend your journey but pays you an 2x win on top of your track multiplier win.

**Train Rotators**
Sometimes it looks like your train can’t go anywhere and suddenly you land on a rotator that might or might not rotate to save your day and send your train onwards.

**Train Loaders**
Your trains are powerful and those locomotives love to pull things. If you are lucky enough to drive through a loader, it will add a trailer on the end of your train carrying with it a 2, 3 or 5x multiplier. The Trailer multiplies every win from that point onwards times the multiplier you pull. This can lead to massive, big wins as it travels the tracks and there is nothing stopping you from adding travelling under more loaders and adding to your multiplier trailer. Lucky loading!!

**Train Cranes (only in Free Spins)**
If your train comes to an end of a track and there happens to be a train crane there, the crane will come alive and move your train to a new safe track to ensure your train continues so you can rack up those big wins in Free Spins.

**Road Crossing (only in Free Spins)**
We all hate when we get caught in the car at a long train crossing in front of us. Well remember in this game you are the train. Meet a crossing and have the chance to cross without busy cars blocking your way, you can win a big multiplier, up to 2,000x.
TRAIN BLOCKERS

Rocks, dirt, bushes and fallen trees
It’s not always easy to keep those tracks free of clutter and they definitely impact your trains ability to travel the tracks. All of these items unfortunately can stop a train in its tracks and block your path onwards.

Water Towers
Along your track you will find old water towers, left over from some forgotten time. Sometimes they leak water on to the tracks’ and block your trains advancement, other times you can safely pass.

Blocked Tunnels
It’s really for your trains’ safety as unsafe tunnels could be dangerous and that’s why they are blocked from entering but it definitely can be frustrating when they block your trains’ advancement!

Track Lights
Track lighting is usually green as it signals your train path is clear, but if you are unlucky, it switches to red and your trusty train will obey the law and its path will be blocked.
FREE SPINS STATIONS

What would a train game be without stations? How about stations that give you Free Spins! SuperTracks Railways™ offers three different stations, 8, 10 or 15 to travel through. Traveling through a station triggers that station’s Free Spin count and takes you to a new track with new trains. The bottom two low paying trains are removed and two new high paying trains are added, promising high tracking, big winning opportunities and with the addition of the train cranes and the road crossings, your chance for big wins is quickly realised with wins up to 20,000x your bet. The best part about the stations, when you are done with ‘Free Spins, your trains’ journey’ doesn’t have to be over and you always have the chance of hitting another Free Spins station or train loaders in the same tacking session!

CLUSTERSPIN (IN MARKETS WHERE ALLOWED)

Increase your wins with Clusterspin®. Will you have a winning or losing round? Make extra either way. Play the Clusterspin® game and win extra, up to x2,000 your bet on top of your normal gameplay. Choose from 5, 10, 15 or 20 Clusterspin™ packages, set your desired ante bet, choose if you believe you will win or lose more over your game and get ready to earn extra cash! The main game plays out as usual and the ante game plays out separately so it’s just like playing your normal rounds but with an added big win opportunity of 2,000x your ante.

BONUS RUSH (IN MARKETS WHERE ALLOWED)

Why wait for the bonus round, rush straight into the action with Bonus Rush®. Its simple, choose your bonus, set your desired bet and start the action. Once started the bonus game plays out directly.
Choose the RTP that fits your business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ClusterSpin® RTPs (only affects ante game)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>90.00%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Win 90.03% Lose 90.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Win 90.06% Lose 90.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Win 90.08% Lose 90.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Win 90.07% Lose 90.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>94.50%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Win 94.48% Lose 94.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Win 94.58% Lose 94.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Win 94.63% Lose 94.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Win 94.69% Lose 94.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>95.50%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Win 95.45% Lose 95.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Win 95.51% Lose 95.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Win 95.53% Lose 95.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Win 95.61% Lose 95.58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BONUS RUSH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Free Spins: 90.12%</th>
<th>Free Spins: 94.61%</th>
<th>Free Spins: 95.54%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Super Free Spins: 90.21%</td>
<td>Free Spins: 94.72%</td>
<td>Free Spins: 95.60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXCITING VOLATILITY**

**RAW THRILL**

GAME SHEET

SUPERTRACKS RAILWAYS™
**TECHNICAL DATA**
- Max Multiplier: 20,000x
- Min Bet: 0.10
- Max Bet: 10*
- Default Bet: 1.00*
- Max Exposure: 250,000*

* Configurable

**BASE GAME HIT FREQUENCIES**
- 90.00% 1 in 3.36 Spins
- 94.50% 1 in 3.33 Spins
- 95.50% 1 in 3.33 Spins

**FREESPINS HIT FREQUENCIES**
- 90.00% 1 in 331 Spins
- 94.50% 1 in 314 Spins
- 95.50% 1 in 314 Spins
**GAME ENGINES**
- SuperSlice®: No
- SuperTracks®: Yes
- Clusterspin®: Yes
- MagSpins®: No
- Bonus Rush®: Yes

**BIG WINS**
- Big Win: 20x your bet
- Mega Win: 40x your bet
- Super Big Win: 100x your bet
- Super Mega Win: 500x your bet

**KEY SELLING POINTS**
- Give your players a new, never seen before, innovative new gaming experience
- SuperTracks® offers tracking action on every spin so players never know where their train will travel, how it will get there and how much they will earn along its journey
- Super simple to follow and play and doesn’t require a math degree to understand how you play and how you win!
- Massive multiplier wins in the base game, up to 3,190x, and 20,000x in the Free Spins Stations
- Skip the wait with Bonus Rush® and jump straight into the 8, 10 or 15 Free Spins Stations. (available in selected jurisdictions)
- Innovative side bet feature, Clusterspin® offering up to 2,000x the ante for extra train tracking gold (available in selected jurisdictions)

**AUDIENCE**
This game targets players who want:
- To try new innovation or are tired of the sea of sameness slot games
- Players that like social app styled gaming
- Players that love trains and maybe even had their own train track when they were young
- Simple gameplay that doesn’t take a degree to understand
- Side bet features that can pay big
- The ability to skip directly to the bonus rounds
- New players that find hardcore Casino games boring or too volatile
GAME ORIENTATION

SuperTracks Railways™ doesn’t care how you play, only that your trains get a chance to run the tracks. Play SuperTracks Railways™ any way or anywhere you want. The game is responsive and works seamlessly in portrait and landscape on either a mobile device or desktop computer.

Landscape Desktop or Mobile

Portrait Mobile